Ibiza
San Lorenc
Ref BCB19
• 6 BEDROOMS – SLEEPS 11
• 5 BATHROOMS
• 2 SWIMMING POOLS
• BEAUTIFUL MOORISH GARDENS
• FULLY AIR CONDITIONED

This is a Moroccan style 6 bedroom house, situated on top
of the mountains above the San Lorenzo Valley, in central
Ibiza. The main house forms the shape of a large cross,
with the focal point being the central courtyard. The
courtyard and pool form the fulcrum for the rest of the
house, with all rooms leading from it.
From here one reaches the water gardens with small lake
and a domed, octagonal, open sided tea house, accessed
by crossing a small footbridge. It is a romantic place to
relax with a book or as the name implies, drink tea. Past
the lake and the tea house are the formal Moorish gardens,
with boxed style hedging, lollipop shaped organic trees,
fountains and a water run to the wooden pagoda.
In front of the house is a large swimming pool with infinity
edge and spectacular views to Formentera. Beside the pool
is a sun terrace and Bedouin style tent with a dining table
seating sixteen. There are two further dining tables under
the wooden pagoda near the kitchen, which is fully
equipped for gourmet cuisine. There are several sitting
areas within the house, one with an original fireplace and
bay windows with cushions. Music can be piped to kitchen,
lounge, courtyard and master bedroom. In total, there are
five double bedrooms and four full bathrooms, all tastefully
furnished with the finest materials and linens and mosquito
nets. There is an additional single bedroom with shower at
the rear of the house.
The house is close to the beaches and nightclubs and
restaurants, this centrally appointed villa is perfect for both
leisurely days by the pool and enjoying all that Ibiza has to
offer.

